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John Shaw and the Tagish Lake Meteorite: “Boy, that was
close!”

Martin Horejsi

The 21st century began with a bang over Alaska and Canada. Just over two weeks into the
new millennium, an amazing specimen of carbonaceous space science landed on a frozen
surface preserved about as well as anything could have been outside crashing through the roof
of the Lunar and Planetary Lab at Johnson Space Center during a tour by top meteorite
scientists.

The road sign indicating the turn south off the main highway towards Tagish Lake.
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But let me back up for a second and begin at the beginning. A few weeks ago I was at a family
barbecue in Anchorage, Alaska. My wife and I had planned a trip up north in our pickup camper
but Covid put a hard delay on that for a couple years. Anyway this summer we finally spent a
month on the road and would do it again in a second! In fact, even though we drove over 6000
miles with the highest gas prices in history, we began planning our next trip north before we
even got home.

But I digress. Back to the barbecue…In Attendance was my brother-in-law’s father-in-law, John
Shaw. As the informal dinner progressed and the lawn chairs moved closer together, someone
mentioned that I happen to like meteorites. Not an unusual introduction to my passion, nor was
the immediate reply by John that, “I almost got hit by one,” an unusual response to the
announcement. I actually hear that reply quite often to the point that I am disappointed when
nobody jumps in with a close encounter story. My immediate followup question to such
encounter stories, which usually stops this tangent in its tracks, is “What did it sound like?”
Typically that question elicits a deer-in-the-headlights stare, but not for John. Rather, he lit
up recalling the two-decade old event, describing what he heard as, “A snowplow on
pavement.”
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John Shaw in his son's garage in Anchorage, Alaska. The Tagish Lake meteorite sailed over his
head that fateful morning back in January, 2000.

Sonic Evidence:

When meteorites fall, they tend to make noise. Often a lot of noise. And throughout history,
witnesses describe that unfamiliar noise in the form of a familiar comparison. It is that specific
sonic comparison I am most interested in because it usually has two defining characteristics that
really defines its authenticity. First, the sound is compared to something relevant to the time-
period. Meaning it makes sense given the point in time of the witness’ life. A witness 1000
years ago might have described the sound as thunder. 500 years ago it may have sounded like
horses stampeding. 200 years ago, cannon fire. 100 years ago it might be any of the preceding
comparisons in addition to mechanical, chemical, or biological, such as a buzz saw, dynamite
exploding, or stampeding cattle. So when John said "a snowplow", I took his words seriously
and immediately felt confident this was a real witness event.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/John_Shaw.jpg
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John, comparing the event to a snow plow, was also a including a place reference. This was not
a little electric snow plow clearing the white fluff off a sidewalk. This is Alaska in the dead of
winter. We are talking about a two story tall orange dump truck with a giant bulldozer-like blade
scraping the ice off a full traffic lane while at highway speed. Having heard such a sound many
times, it is very likely my brain would have gone to that same vision, especially since John was
walking down a road in Haines, Alaska in the morning on that January 18th. As the crow flies,
Haines is just a neighborly 87 km (54 miles) from where the Tagish Lake meteorite landed.
Remember that when we are that far north in winter, daylight is scarce. Even down here in
Montana at that time of year, the sun struggles to climb over the mountains at nine in the
morning. So it’s doubtful there would be any sunshine to speak of at a quarter before that
in a time zone further west.

Cosmic Runway:

Tagish Lake is a very long, very narrow lake. Stretching out over 62 km in length while only 2
km wide, one could consider it a small target. I, however, prefer to think of Tagish Lake as a
cosmic runway that when frozen would make the perfect landing site for an out-of-control chunk
of space debris. The two arms of Tagish Lake stretch into different Canadian Provinces with the
Windy Arm reaching into the Yukon, and the Taku Arm firmly planted in British Columbia. Itwas
upon the Taku Arm that the meteorite fragments fell.

The Tagish Lake meteorite was later determined to be an ungrouped Carbonaceous Chondrite,
type C2. For more details on the mineralogy of Tagish Lake, please see this article.

 

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/Haines_to_Tagish_lake.jpg
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The sky above the Tagish Lake area were the meteorite would have ended its astronomical
journey finding fame in the frozen north. Not unlike those who chased the gold in the area,
scientists raced to collect the gold nuggets of space wisdom trapped in the fragments of Tagish
Lake.

If you happen to subscribe to the statistical possibility that you are breathing in Caesar’s Last
Breath, you might also find comfort knowing that you could also be inhaling microscopic
fragments of the Tagish Lake meteorite since it is estimated that the original pre-atmospheric
mass was 56 tons. Of that, about 1.3 tons survived ablation, only to be blown to pieces and
much of that vaporizing in the atmosphere. A scant 10kg was recovered. Further evidence for
this tangent of inhaliation reasoning is that noctilucent clouds were still visible hundreds of
kilometers away, even 12 hours after the event.

Let there be light!

John Shaw described more than sound. He experienced a light show in the sky as well. Having
personally witnessed a massive fireball myself (the Great Teton Fireball of 1972) I can relate to
the visual description with confidence. The photons hitting John’s retinas that morning caused a
similar time period analogy. Remember that snowplow making all the noise? Well, imagine it
crashing into a streetlight and causing a colorful dimming and brightening purplish glow. At this
time of morning the streetlights in Haines, Alaska were on creating a diffuse radiance in the
early morning fog. Due to that ground-based cloud, the exploding luminescent meteorite above
John's head as it crossed perpendicular to the road he was walking on changed both the

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/Tagish_lake_sky.jpg
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brightness and color of the fog, It's easy to imagine John's visions of the blade on the huge
orange truck clipping a streetlight of which many were on with the roads of Haines still in the
grip of winter darkness.

Like most Alaskans, and I stereotype here, John set aside the once-in-a-lifetime event and went
about his work with the pragmatic practicality and focus necessary to survive the winters in The
Last Frontier. But a few days later, when the cosmic dust settled on the arrival of the Tagish
Lake Meteorite, John got some closure. News reports poured in about the meteorite fall. Tagish
Lake was extraordinarily well documented with both human and mechanical witnesses capturing
the moment and pinpointing the landing site.

The meteorite fall of Tagish lake was 22 years ago. In that time, John's kids have married,
grandchildren were born. Children moved around Alaska, and summertime gatherings would
including ever-changing family members and friends. Then one day in June of 2022, an in-law
to-an-in-law drove up from Montana in a truck camper parking in the driveway a house in
Anchorage to join in a meal late in the evening, and suddenly the Tagish Lake meteorite was on
the menu.

When asked what his first thought was when he heard the news of the Tagish Lake meteorite
fall. John observed “Boy, that was close!”

Until next time….
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Notkin Meteorite Auction Wrap Up

James Tobin

Last issue I presented an interview I had with Geoff Notkin regarding the auction of his
meteorite collection. After doing the interview and speaking with Geoff several times as the
article was put together I got pretty excited myself about the event. I decided it was not
something I wanted to miss. So I booked a round-trip ticket to Dallas which turned out to be
easier than expected. Usually, I have to get from one to three connecting flights to go where my
wife and I want to fly. We leave out of Bakersfield and have never had a direct flight anywhere.
It has always required at least a flight to San Francisco or LAX to build a plane load and then go
on. But American Airlines had a direct flight to Dallas taking only two and one-half hours. That
was fantastic for this trip. I would leave early and have most of a day in Dallas even with losing
a couple of hours going east.

About three weeks before the auction I got a text message from Geoff Notkin at almost the
same moment I got a call from Bob Holmes. I had not spoken to Bob in several years and had
of course missed running into him in Tucson at the gem show because we had not gone in the
last two years. I had no idea what the call might be about. I was charging my phone in the other
room and had not made it in three rings so I called Bob back. As it turned out he was going to
the auction and wanted to find out where I was staying if I had booked a hotel yet and if we
could hang out together. This was great I was expecting to be alone on the trip unless I ran into
people I knew at the preview reception and the actual auction. Bob also said he had talked to
Geoff and learned I was interested in visiting the Oscar E. Monnig Meteorite Gallery and asked
if he could go along. I was happy to have him come with me. After I chatted with Bob and gave
him my hotel information I finally looked at the text message from Geoff and it was about having
Bob share the visit time at the Monnig. I wrote back to Geoff that I was delighted to have the
company and that Bob was going to try and book a room at the same hotel and that we would
share a car for going about the Dallas, Fort Worth area. I had not been looking forward to eating
in restaurants by myself either.

About two weeks before the auction I took another look at the Heritage Auctions website. I
pulled up the Notkin Meteorite Signature Auction and saw that many items had a current online
bid. Some of the items had significant bids. It took a few minutes to tally up the numbers. I was
happy to see that Geoff was already showing great activity with 17 days to go. It was looking
like the auction was going to be a great success and my level of excitement was rising every
day.

I had signed up for a printed auction catalog. It arrived a couple of weeks before the auction and
my response to seeing it was Wow! As a lifelong printer, printing, and publishing company
owner I was very impressed with the quality and complexity of the design. Geoff wrote to ask if I
had gotten a copy and I told him "Yes I got the masterpiece!" I added, "It was a print job that I
would not have enjoyed doing until very late in my career." At the end of my life as a printer, the
shop had a 20x29 Shinohara four-color with all the bells and whistles that were available then. It
could have done the auction catalog without much trouble. It is certainly a book that deserves a
place alongside the many other major collector's catalogs printed over the last 25 years.
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9 days before leaving I was getting more excited about the trip. But added to that I had just
received the stones that Jason Phillips and I had gotten in one of our shared, buy, classify, and
enjoy projects. It was two stones found in a place lunars had not been found before. A desert
place so bleak, flat, and hot that nothing but sand and the horizon can be seen. Fortunately,
there is an occasional meteorite scattered across the featureless landscape. And though the
final determination is solely in the hands of Tony Irving, there was no doubt in my mind that it
was a genuine Lunar meteorite find. At that moment on the tenth of June, I had cut the large
stone and polished the halves. I had sent off the type specimen two days earlier. The final clue
cementing my certainty of its lunar nature were the tiny few metal sparkles I could see on the
polished surfaces. I was having a really exciting two weeks before the auction trip.

I did have one dilemma though. After thirteen years of retirement, my wardrobe is reduced to
blue jeans, plaid shirts, and hiking boots. The visit to the Monnig Gallery, the reception on the
evening of the 20th, and the auction itself might require just a bit nicer. But all we have in our
little town is a Walmart. I actually like Walmart. Now I never shopped there when we lived in the
Los Angeles area there were malls everywhere stuffed with clothing stores. But things are much
easier in town now that Walmart arrived. There is no other store that has clothing near us.
Unfortunately, Walmart has what I described as being my current wardrobe. Looked like I might
have to drive to the "big" city and find something nice to wear or hunt through the closet more
carefully for some combinations in there. I did find three dress shirts in my closet and a nice pair
of khaki slacks. So all I needed was another pair of slacks and I was all set wardrobe-wise for
the trip.

I thought that this occasion required a special commemoration of some kind. Geoff selling his
collection that he took decades to build needed something. So I went into the studio and took
some clay added some meteorite cutting powder to it and created the ceramic tile which is
pictured below. I could have just stamped in the words in English but decided to use cuneiform
instead. I have used cuneiform in ceramic projects before so I had alphabet sheets and a reed
tool already made. The tile reads "The Notkin Meteorite Collection Auction Dallas 6 22 22." The
glaze is made from lunar meteorite cutting powder and the edges are overglazed with 24 karat
gold.
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I had to get up at 2 am to get ready for the drive to the airport on Monday morning June 20. If I
left the house at 3 am I would arrive at the Bakersfield airport at 4 am the two hours early that is
recommended. As it turned out I was too excited to get much sleep and sort of cat napped only
until 2 am. It was a smaller plane than I am used to but it was a very convenient direct flight.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/auctiontile.jpg
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We arrived in Dallas at about 11:00 am Texas time. I had made the pickup time for the rental
car at 11:30 without realizing that it was a tremendously long drive to the rental car center far
from the terminals. I hoped that I got there close enough timewise and they did not give my car
to someone else. This turned out to be like most worrying no concern. As I entered the rental
center I saw two-hour-long lines at some of the companies. But at Hertz, there was just one
person already being served I was on my way with my car in just minutes.

The Heritage Auctions headquarters is right at the airport only minutes away so I decided I
would go there and take a look around at the items in the Notkin auction. I had to kill almost four
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hours until I could check-in at the hotel and I still needed to eat something. My last meal had
been dinner at the house on Sunday night. I signed in at the desk and was asked to just wait
until someone came to take me back to the display area. Moments later Craig Kissick the man
in charge of the Notkin auction came to get me. I introduced myself and there was immediate
recognition since we had published the interview and he had personally sent me one of the
auction catalogs. A large corner area of an immense room was devoted to Geoff's auction. The
following images show many of the meteorites that were up for sale.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/room.jpg
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This was one of my favorites in the auction a beautiful etched specimen of Agoudal. It shows
nicely the recrystallization and has a large size nodule of troilite in the center.

The "Red Guitar" was also there in a display case. I was not intending to be a bidder at the
auction but my wife had her eye on the Red 1970's Ibanez Flying V Cherry Electric Bass Guitar.
The short story of Sara and the Guitar is that we visited Geoff about ten years ago at his home
in Tucson. I had delivered a truck load of old electronic lab equipment that I was never going to
need again but that would be great for props in a movie Geoff was going to star in. During our
stay, we were taken on a tour of his home and his guitars were on display in one of the rooms.
Sara had seen and been taken by the bright red V-shaped bass. My wife's favorite color is red.
When she saw that it was in the auction she wanted to try and get it. I was going to be gone but
one of our daughters was going to stay with her and at first, we thought they would do the live
auction internet bidding method with the two of them working to watch the screen and place
bids. But before I left for Dallas I had her place a secret bid for as much as she wanted to
spend. That bid would be bidded automatically for her in increments until she might be outbid.
So she placed a significant prior bid and waited to see what would happen. This proved to be a
fantastic idea for there was a thunderstorm with lightning on the morning of the auction that
knocked out the power and she would not have been able to bid. The guitar was item 77 in the
auction and I was there live at Heritage with great hope she would win the guitar. There had
been about four bids on the guitar before the auction and the current bid on auction day was
$550. There was a raise to $575 and then another online bid to $600 and then an internet bid of
$625 and it was over. "Final Warning. Looking for $650 no. . . . .sold $625. If the system was not
broken Sara should have gotten the Red Guitar. This was rather quickly confirmed and I had a
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very happy wife at home. Sara had made a deal with Geoff that if she got the guitar he would
autograph it for her. Which he had done before I returned home later that night. The guitar at
the time of this writing is still on its way to Sara but I am sure it will arrive safely in the next two
weeks or so.
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Back to my visit after landing Craig Kissick let me know that Geoff was there in the building and
would be free in a few minutes. This was happy news I had talked to him numerous times in the
last couple of months by phone and email, and text messages, but had not seen him in person

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/redguitar.jpg
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for several years. I was looking forward to that. I checked out the cases and photographed most
of the specimens. Mr. Kissick had permitted me to do so. After a brief time, Geoff emerged from
a back room and we had our greeting. After chatting for a while I told him I had a gift for him. I
was glad I was getting to give it to him alone so it was not an interruption later when he would
be working at the preview or the auction.

I finally said goodbye and headed toward my hotel. I was happy I had map navigation on my
phone because I had not been to Dallas since the mid-1970 and I did not know at first where I
was. By the end, I was starting to get an idea of where the three of four places I had to go were.
There was Denny's right next door to the hotel and I still had almost an hour before the 3 pm
check-in time. So I went there for a meal. They serve breakfast all day so I had their
FrenchToast Slam. I checked into my room and got some cat naps while I waited for Bob
Holmes whose plane was to land at five. About 5:15 I headed to the lobby and in just a few
minutes the hotel shuttle pulled up with several passengers one of whom was Bob. I had not
seen Bob in several years either. We talked for a few moments then headed to our rooms to get
get a bit of rest before doing something about dinner. The hotel had a patio restaurant and we
chose to try it for dinner. The food was remarkably good and we sat there chatting until quite
late long after the sun went down. The next morning was the day we were heading to the
Monnig Museum and later the Auction Preview in the evening.

After arriving at the Heritage Auctions headquarters we were let into the display room and there
was a good-sized crowd of perhaps a hundred or more attendees. I headed pretty quickly to the
refreshments to get a soda as the 100+ Dallas temperature had dried me up a little. The cold
Dr. Pepper was very refreshing. Dr. Rhiannon Mayne curator of the Oscar E. Monnig Museum
was in attendance at the preview. As I mentioned a moment ago Bob and I had the opportunity
to visit the meteorite gallery and museum earlier in the day. My other article in this issue is
about that visit.
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Geoff Notkin and Dr. Rhiannon Mayne at the auction preview.

Steve Arnold was in attendance and gave a brief talk about travels with Geoff before and during
the filming of The Meteorite Men TV series. Geoff was introduced and talked about why he was
having the auction of his meteorite collection. He introduced one of the leaders of the Beads of
Courage charity that is receiving a portion of the proceeds of the auction. It is a wonderful
international charity that works with seriously ill children. They receive a bead for every shot or
procedure they have during their treatment. It has been a charity close to my heart as well and I
have made beads for them over the years, but I was unaware until the speaker at the auction
said that 500 beads are the average that the children receive to string during treatment. One of
the founders of Texas Through Time a paleontology museum spoke too. They are the other
nonprofit that is receiving a portion of the proceeds from the auction. He told us about their
wonderful museum and its outreach programs.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/geoffandDr.jpg
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Steve Arnold the other co-star of The Meteorite Men television show spoke at the auction
preview before turning over the microphone to Geoff Notkin.

We wandered around the room as one does at these events and after a considerable enjoyable
time, Bob and I were off to dinner with a few others at a restaurant nearby. I sat between Geoff
and Dr. Rhiannon Mayne which made for an exceptionally nice time. The crew at the restaurant
finally threw us out sometime after everyone else had left. I don't know about anyone else but I
had no idea we had gone so far past closing time. We were having way too much fun to notice.
Bob and I got back to the hotel with the help of the navigation voice from my phone. I wanted to
get a good night of sleep but it was not to be. I had a very restless night instead.

But regardless of how much sleep I had lost I was up and excited for auction day. I only felt like
having a tiny breakfast at the hotel. I had to check out of my room because I was flying home
straight from whatever we did for dinner after the auction and check-out time was 11 am and we
would be gone from the hotel before that. The auction was to begin at noon and my last chore

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/steve.jpg
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was to gas up the rental car. We headed out to the Heritage Auctions Headquarters again.

This was the first real live auction I ever attended. I don't count the ones over the years at the
Tucson gem show. This was a highly professional affair with two very capable, knowledgeable
female auctioneers. Both were quite meteorite savvy. They switched places at the podium every
fifty items. They handled the fast-moving activity of bids coming from live in the room, from the
internet, over the phone, and prior secret bids with amazing perfection, while constantly
encouraging higher bids from all those audiences. The auction lasted almost exactly three
hours.
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Geoff spoke briefly before the auction began and then the fun started.

It was interesting for me as a meteorite collector to see the bids that the specimens realized.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/geoffatpodium.jpg
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Some were a bit lower than retail, others much higher. There were relatively few that moved to
the after-auction sales site and most of those should have been bid on in my opinion.

This was one of the meteorites I was following to see if it would sell. It did indeed sell and at the
asking price of $40,000. It is truly a unique-looking meteorite with its two round cavities that
stare out hauntingly when you look at it.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/Alienface.jpg
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Who would not want a meteorite that looks like a Brachiosaur skull? This zoomorphic
Mundrabilla weighing 373.9 grams was another favorite of conversation as I eavesdropped on
the room at the preview.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/brachio.jpg
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This is the largest piece of Wabar impactite material I have ever seen weighing in at 921.3
grams. It has a piece or two of the iron meteorite engulfed within its melted glass and insta-rock.
It is truly a world-class specimen from the here today and gone tomorrow often sand-filled crater
complex.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/wabar.jpg
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Over the last few years meteorite spheres have done very well. I am always interested in
watching them for I have several. Mine are small than this 6 cm diameter 433.3-gram beauty
that Geoff was offering. NWA 869 has everything that a chondrite can have and it all shows in
this sphere.

I left home with the intent to not bid on anything. But I have to admit that there were items in the
auction that I would not have minded adding to my collection. The first was the original Meteor
Crater Exploration and Mining Company stock certificate. Most readers of this article know by
now that my passion is Meteor Crater history. I have very fine copies of both the preferred stock
and the common stock but nothing beats an original. The other item I thought about biding on
was the Meteorite Men clapperboard. It would have looked great in one of my display cases but

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/sphere.jpg
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I kept my resolve and did not bid at the auction.
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There were approximately twenty people present in the actual auction room. Which the first
auctioneer indicated was a surprise. To me, that meant they rarely have attendees at auctions.
There were some bids from the room and as the people bid on the items they wanted the

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/movieboard.jpg
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number dwindled to just a handle full of friends like myself who had come to experience the
event. The big television screen showed an image of the item and some details but never the
weight of the meteorite. So I had my phone on the auction website watching it live online. There
I could see all the details, especially the weight. In my mind, I calculated the per gram price as
the bidding happened to see how the item was lining up with what I thought it should go for.
That was great fun except that I used all my phone battery without realizing it. I was going to
have only a few minutes to charge it while driving to the airport very nearby. My boarding pass
was digital as I had no way of printing it out at 11 pm the night before. I usually carry a printed
backup boarding pass. Now I had to save my phone's power enough to get through the TSA
first scan. I would have two hours to charge it after that. I had only 9% battery when I got to the
airport. I had brought my Nikon P80 and used it for most of the photography on the trip. It's
much smaller than my Canons and I don't have to bring lenses. It has an 18x zoom and macro
ability plus vibration reduction. A really handy camera for travel and meteorite hunting. With no
phone battery left it was all I could use after the auction. We took group pictures and said
goodbye to those who had to leave. Steve Arnold left pretty soon after the auction as he had a
drive ahead of him to get home.
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The remaining few of us, all friends of Geoff chatted for about another hour and a half in the
display room of Heritage Auctions and then again headed to the same restaurant. This was fine
with me the food and atmosphere had been great the night before. I needed to have something
for dinner since breakfast had been tiny and I was not going to get home until 1:30 in the
morning. And I had an hour drive after reaching the airport. So I had a hearty meal and we
chatted until 8 pm when I had to leave the restaurant and head for the rental car return. From
there it was a fifteen-minute ride on a shuttle bus back to the terminals.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/july/steveandI.jpg
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The flight home was fine though we could see near the end the snaking orange lines of fires
burning on ridges far below. There was plenty of lightning to be seen out the plane window too.
As we exited the plane we were choked by the acrid smokey air in Bakersfield. My car was
covered with so much ash I had to use the washer fluid and wipers to make seeing the road
possible. I was beat when I got home but very glad I had chosen to go. I saw friends I had
missed for years and experienced a once-in-a-lifetime event. And I had visited a major meteorite
museum and gotten a grand tour there.
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A Visit To The Oscar E. Monnig Meteorite Gallery

James Tobin

The Oscar Monnig Meteorite Gallery is on the campus of Texas Christian University in the Sid
Richardson Science Building. Oscar E. Monnig amassed in his life one of the finest private
collections of meteorites of his time. He was a man with a lifelong passion for meteorites. The
Monnig Meteorite Collection was donated to TCU over eight years from 1978 to 1986. The
current curator, Dr. Rhiannon Mayne has served in the position since 2009. The Oscar Monnig
Meteorite Gallery opened on February 1, 2003. However, it is currently not open to the public as
a result of the pandemic.
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My story I suppose begins in 2003 when I heard about the opening of the Gallery and my wish
since then to see it. That wish had to wait until just days ago when I had a reason to travel to
the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Through introductions made by Geoff Notkin and the generosity of
Dr. Mayne to share her time, my wish was going to be fulfilled.

About a month before traveling to the Notkin Meteorite Collection auction at Heritage Auctions
in Dallas I got a message from Geoff Notkin and at the same moment a phone call from Bob
Holmes. I answered the phone call first. Bob said he was going to the auction and asked if he
could come along with me on the visit to the Monnig Gallery. I was glad to have him come with
me. As I had expected to spend all my time in Dallas by myself. When I answered Geoff's text
message I saw that he was asking if I would be OK with Bob attending the visit to the Monnig
Meteorite Gallery. With that and all the travel plans out of the way, it was just a matter of me
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containing my excitement for another month.

We arrived at the building which houses the Monnig Gallery about fifteen minutes late because
of two traffic accidents on the highway between Dallas and Fort Worth. I hate being late. With
the help of another professor, we met in a hallway we were shown to Dr. Mayne's office. With
introductions made we spend a nice initial visit with her in her laboratory/office. She was
working with a martian meteorite examining microprobe images on the computer. She was
viewing the meteorite at just 25x but mentioned the machine would go to 10000x which I
thought was amazing, I use a binocular microscope that operates at a couple of hundred power
at the most and I do most of my close-up photography with an extension tube camera rig and a
vintage 50mm macro lens. I love the technology of meteorite examination and could not resist
taking a few images of the equipment.

Dr. Mayne mentioned a desire to over time develop the facility into a fully operating
classification lab for meteorites. Which is certainly something the meteorite field needs. There is
always a tremendous backlog of work at the currently existing labs. It often required months to
get a meteorite classified. One of the longest portions of that time is taken by the manufacturing
of the thin sections. Dr. Mayne said she still prefers to use a thin section as part of classification
work. I love thin section examination. I often make thin sections of my meteorite submissions.
Enjoying them while I wait for official classifications to come out. I like to guess to myself what
the meteorite will turn out to be.

On the right in this image is the Hitachi TM4000Plus electron microscope that takes the
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numerous types of images used in meteorite analysis.

This is the optical petrological microscope that Dr. Mayne uses. It is equipped with a camera at
the back and an LCD screen on top to show the camera images.
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This is the carbon coater that is used in the preparation of samples that go into the electron
microscope. These are amazing machines some of which can monitor the thickness of the
carbon coating to 0.1 nm accuracy.

It was interesting to see the carbon coater in Dr. Mayne's lab. I mentioned to her and Bob an
incident I had several years ago. I sent off a meteorite for classification and included one of my
thin sections. I was told later by the classifier that the thin section was good and worked fine but
they had to repolish it with colloidal silica to get my carbon from the diamond polishing off so
they could coat it with the proper carbon using a machine probably similar to this one. It was
nice to finally see what that equipment looks like.

There was a diamond wire saw in the outer room of the lab and next to it a big tub full of stones.
I thought maybe it was a tub of small meteorites but she said that was the box of meteorwrongs.
Which led to her telling a few of her stories about why she no longer accepts submissions from
the public. She has experienced many of the same things that have led meteorite dealers and
other scientists to no longer accept stones for examination from the public. People get so
invested in the rock their grandfather saw fall. They always fall on the other side of the little hill
on their property. After 100 years of telling the story, they can not accept the truth that it is not a
meteorite. It can cause a variety of difficulties that can occasionally be scary and are always
time-consuming.

We headed a couple of doors down the hall to the Gallery. As the following images show it is a
finely crafted set of displays about all aspects of space rocks. There were displays for all the
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families of meteorites and also displays of tektites and impact rocks. Individual larger meteorites
were displayed on their own stands. Beautiful appropriate art was associated with the individual
displays. As we walked along Dr. Mayne spoke of the ongoing activities of the Gallery and
Meteorite Collection. One of the most interesting and I felt most important was the creation by
some of the technology students of a program for the visually impaired that allowed users to
adjust the contrast and brightness and size of fonts so that they could more easily enjoy and
learn from the galleries exhibits.

This is the display for the iron meteorite family. Similar wonderful displays showed meteorites
for all the types of chondrites, achondrites, lunar and Martian meteorites, as well as impactites
and tektites.

Many of the displays are cases mounted to the wall as seen in the foregoing image. But others
are low flat display cases allowing visitors to look closely down at the specimens. In several of
the areas of the gallery, there are free-standing displays similar to that seen in the next image.
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Photography is not normally allowed at the gallery and I am very grateful to TCU for granting me
permission to take and publish the images in this article. It is not always easy to shoot through
glass or plastic display case covers. But one almost has to try when it is a beautiful shiny fusion
crusted eucrite stone like this Kirbyville specimen shown in the next image.
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Dr. Mayne expressed a desire to add some interactive displays in the future that would engage
younger visitors to the gallery by letting them do something active with the specimens. I am by
no means a younger visitor anywhere now but I love those displays in other museums. I would
like to return to the Monnig Gallery after they are in place. There is still some kid in me I guess.

At this time Dr. Mayne is the lone captain and crew of the Gallery and Monnig Meteorite
Collection. She is a person devoted to meteorites and their study. She is also conducting
research in differentiation and as mentioned earlier would like to see the facility become a
classifying lab.

Nothing is more exciting to meteorite enthusiasts like me and Bob than to get a chance to see in
the back room of museums and labs. Dr. Mayne took us to view the collection specimens that
are not currently on display. Donning gloves she showed and let us hold some of Oscar
Monnig's prized specimens that he acquired during his lifelong love of meteorites. We saw
some of the more recent acquisitions and donations. The collection is still growing. And they
accept donations from collectors. Just a gentle arm-twist there to some of you readers that have
something nice you could share.
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Dr. Rhiannon Mayne and Bob Holmes

As we looked at the specimens she pointed out a lunar slice that Geoff Notkin had donated
rather recently. I looked at it and it looked familiar. Then I saw on his card the NWA number. I
said, "I think I cut that slice." It took me a few seconds scrolling through my phone images to
find the picture of the table full of slices. There was the one now at the Monnig Museum. Geoff
had told me that he was going to donate a couple of pieces and I would be proud of where they
went, but I never thought I would ever see any of them.
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Bob Holmes held a piece of Tissimengo a high nickel content iron meteorite that is deceptive in
its heaviness. Dr. Mayne took out some of the more interesting specimens from the drawers to
show us. They are stored in a climate-controlled room. Visiting the behind the scenes area of
the Oscar E. Monnig Collection was one of those significant opportunities that occurs just a few
times in a collector's life.
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We talked a bit about meteorite hunting and learned that Dr. Mayne had gone to Antarctica to
hunt with an expedition. She had hunted an area where numerous meteorites were found.
Hearing about the protocols in use at the bottom of the world was fascinating. As a hunter of
meteorites, I related to the excitement of finding them. But the restrictions on picking them up
with your hands would be very difficult for me after a lifetime of hunting in hot deserts. I am used
to seeing it and immediately bending down to grab it off the ground or pluck it from a magnet
stick. If you touch an antarctic meteorite it has to be marked as being touched. It can no longer
be used in research to analyze it for organics. Just a single human touch is considered
contamination. She related a fun story of the men on the expedition with beards that got a bit
drippy from runny noses in the cold and if they bent down to look at the stone it was not
unheard of for them to get snot on the meteorites. They were marked on the collection record as
"snotted". She told us of another meteorite that had been found after the driver of a skidoo felt
something hit the bottom of the machine. Dr. Mayne of course did not get to keep any of the
meteorites she found on the expedition. Finding one for herself remains something she would
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like to do. I hope that she can find the time to go out hunting. Nothing beats being the first one
to touch a stone from beyond our world. And that stone she would get to touch and also keep.

On the floor in the vault area, are some large stones not currently on display anywhere. The
Clarendon is seen in the following image. It is an L4 ordinary chondrite with a total known weight
of 377 kilograms. The main mass seen in the image is 345 kilograms and it has broken the dolly
that it is resting on.

On another area of the floor were other large meteorites. They may someday find their way to
displays at the gallery or as loans to other worthy museums. The Oscar E. Monnig Collection is
an active collection carrying on the passion of its creator decades later. But also a place looking
into the future for how it can instruct and enlighten generations to come.
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Eventually, we came to the end of our visit to the Oscar Monnig Meteorite Gallery. But our time
with Dr. Mayne was far from over. She had been so gracious to give us about two hours of her
day, but as it was a bit over 100 degrees out we drove the short distance to the Campus
Bookstore for a refreshment. Bob and I sat at a table near the coffee shop for another generous
amount of time chatting with her about many different things. It was a wonderful opportunity to
get to know each other. Dr. Mayne would be attending the Notkin Auction preview that evening
so we would have the chance perhaps to chat some more there.

Our world is difficult right now with the pandemic still on people's minds and it is still affecting
what we can do. I know that Dr. Mayne hopes that the Gallery will eventually reopen to the
public with an individual there to guide and inform guests who come. It is a world-class
collection of meteorites. It was a great wish fulfilled for me to finally visit the Monnig Meteorite
Gallery. I could not have hoped for such a grand tour of the facility like the one I received.
Thank you TCU and especially a big thank you to Dr. Rhiannon Mayne.
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NWA 13784 CV3-an

John Kashuba

NWA 13784 CV3-an was brought to us by Hanno Strufe and Andreas Grünemeyer, described
by Ansgar Greshake with oxygen isotopes by Karen Ziegler.

It appears to have been affected by both water and shock. Olivine grains are strongly zoned
from their centers out. Undulatory extinction is evident in some chondrules. A set of subparallel
fractures separate offset blocks. Multilayered chondrules are common. Opaque phases are said
to be troilite and taenite.

Our slice contained a few large chondrules. The largest had been cut across a length of 8.7mm.
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Chondrule overall length is 8.7mm. The length of the interior chondrule is 6.1mm.
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A
3mm diameter porphyritic chondrule with at least two additional layers.
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The above chondrule in plane polarized light.
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This BO chondrule displays undulatory extinction when rotated between crossed polarizing
filters.
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Complex barred chondrule with additional layers at top of photo. Diameter is about 2mm.
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The pink-red bars appear to continue into as many as four overgrowth layers. Could this have
been epitaxial growth during episodes of vapor deposition?
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A
set of subparallel fractures separate offset blocks.
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Fracture runs diagonally from top left. Cross-polarized light and incident light.
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Fracture runs diagonally from top left. Cross-polarized light and incident light.
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The center of this 3mm long chondrule is troilite and nickel-iron. Note brown staining. Cross-
polarized light and incident light.
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Center chondrule is similar to the one in the previous photo. XPL and incident light. FOV=3mm.
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CAI are abundant in the thin sections made from our slice. FOV=3mm.
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CAI, FOV=3mm.
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CAI, FOV=3mm.
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Olivine grains are strongly zoned. The alteration often makes its way into cracks. FOV=3mm
wide.
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FOV=3mm wide.
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FOV=3mm wide.
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FOV=3mm wide.
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FOV=3mm wide.
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Diameter is 0.33mm.
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Diameter is 0.6mm.
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FOV=0.35mm wide.
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Wabar

Mitch Noda

As I write this article, the tragic events of the shooting at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde,
Texas unfolded. Two teachers and nineteen students died needlessly. Unlike the media, I
choose not to concentrate on the shooter and his name. I prefer to remember the antithesis of
the murderer from a different school shooting. I choose to remember Sandy Hook Elementary
School first grade teacher, 27 year old, Victoria “Vicki” Leigh Soto, whose valor are the reason
seven of her first graders survived. The killer had just shot and murdered special education
teacher, Laurea Rousseau and all her 14 students. The gunman next went into Vicki’s
classroom where she hid her students in closets. He demanded to know where the kids were,
and she replied that her students fled to the gym across the school. As a result, he shot Vicky
multiple times killing her. She was shot near her desk, from which she had hung her students’
drawings which had captions such as, “I love my teacher Miss Soto.” The children hiding
recounted the events to police. Vicki was posthumously awarded the Presidential Citizens
Medal. In a Tweet, Soto’s sister Carlee implored people to “Hug your loved ones and tell them
how much you love them because you never know when you’ll see them again. Do this in
honor of Vicki.” I dedicate this article to all the children, teachers, law enforcement officers and
others who needlessly perished by gunmen throughout the years. I also dedicate this article to
Victoria Leigh Soto and all others who make this world a better place for us all.

Wabar

“Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorraph brimstone and fire from the
Lord out of Heaven; And he overthrew those cities, and all the plain, and all the
inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew upon the ground.” Genesis 19:24-25

In the Middle East, stories were told of a city destroyed by heavenly fire in punishment for the
inhabitant’s sins. Thinking of the biblical account of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
the English explorer, Harry St. John Philby made the exceedingly difficult journey to the reported
site deep in the Empty Quarter desert. He found perfectly circular glassy walls enclosing sand
floored depressions up to a hundred meters in diameter. In the surrounding area, they found a
scattering of shiny jet black “pearls,” assumed by the locals to have been lost by the fleeing
harem and scorched by the fires of heavenly wrath. We now know that these walled “cities” are
in fact, a cluster of meteorite impact craters where desert sand was fused into glass. Wind
erosion scoured away surrounding sands, leaving the walls in positive relief. Sand accumulated
in the sheltered interiors forming flat courtyards. The “pearls” (beads and teardrops) of the
harem are impact glass. When the site was first visited by Philby in 1932, the craters with their
glassy walls and surrounding ejecta were all well displayed. When visited by expeditions in 1994
and 1995, the features were almost completely buried by migrating dunes, but parts of the
crater and ejecta blanket were still exposed. Now, they are gone completely, buried by at least
one meter of sand in the shallowest spots with dune fields tens of meters high advancing. There
may be no more material coming from Wabar in our lifetime. Thanks to my friend Norm
Lehrman for this entertaining story.
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Three Wabar “pearls” that are impactite of melted sand mixed with the impacting meteorite.

Wabar may refer to one of many names of the lost city in the Arabian Peninsula: Atlantis of the
Sands, Iram of the Pillars, Irum, Ubar, or City of the pillars a lost city mentioned in the Quran.
The Quran mentions Iram in connection with Imad (pillars): Surah al-Fajr (6-14). Have you not
considered how your Lord dealt with “Aad” – Iram – who had lofty pillars, the likes of whom had
never been created in the lands, and [with] Thamud, who carved out the rocks in the valley?
And [with] Pharaoh, owner of the Pyramids? [All of] whom oppressed within the lands and
increased therein the corruption. So your Lord poured upon them a scourge of punishment.
Indeed, your Lord is in observation.

Iram or Ubar become widely known to Western literature with the translation of the medieval
story “The City of Many Columned Iram and Abdullah Son of Abi Kilabah” in the book of “One
Thousand and One Nights.”
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There are different forms of Wabar impactities. This is a beautiful example another form of
Wabar impactite.
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A
Wabar impactite that looks like a melted broken shield with droplets attached.
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Backside of the melted broken shield with a pearl attached at the tip.
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A
Wabar bleached shocked sandstone informally called “Insta-rock” ejecta.
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Sand from the Wabar crater site with bits of black impactites and white insta-rock.

Legend had it that at Warbar lay a block of iron as big as a camel’s hump. The native Bedouins
warned where there is no water, that is the Empty Quarter and no man goes there. The Empty
Quarter or Rub’ al Khali is part of the Arabian Desert, the second largest desert in the world.
Rub’ al-Khali, an area bigger than the state of Texas, is the largest area of continuous sand in
the world and largely uninhabited due to being one of the driest regions on the planet. In the
spring, sandstorms are known to blow for forty days without stop. British explorer Harry St John
Philby (Sheikh Abdullah) converted to Islam by 1930 and was an adviser to King Abdulaziz,
Saudia Arabia’s first ruler, from the 1920s. He wanted to be the first Westerner to cross the
Empty Quarter but was beaten by Bertram Thomas who was featured on the first page of the
New York Times for his achievement. Thomas was Christian and had he been discovered in the
Empty Quarter, he could have had his throat slit and that knowledge made his heart beat a little
faster. Philby was so upset after learning of Thomas’ success that he locked himself in his
home for an entire week. Philby wrote his wife, Dora, in England, “Damn and blast Thomas . . .
I have sworn a great oath not to go home until I have crossed the RK (Empty Quarter) twice!
And left nothing in it for future travelers!” Neither Thomas or Philby would be able to traverse
the sands without the help of the Bedouin, similar to Sherpa’s assisting climbers reach the
pinnacle of Mount Everest.

Philby plunged into an ocean of sand and after a month of traveling on 2 February 1932 found
Wabar, while searching for the legendary city of Ubar. Philby found a rabbit sized iron, not the
Camel’s Hump. After the journey, Philby sent the iron to Dr. L.J. Spencer of the British Museum
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where he discovered it was a meteorite. The impact site is known to the Bedouin tribes as “Al-
Hadida” or Arabic for “the iron” or “the iron thing.” The impact site consists of three craters
named Philby-A (64 meter diameter), Philby-B (116 meter diameter), and “11m crater.”
Prescott et al. (2004) dated the impactite material with Thermoluminescence (TL) dating
methods concluding the impact ages were between 235 to 416 years. Basurah (2003)
correlated the event with the description, in two historic poems, of a bright fireball on 1
September 1704, observed in Tarim, Yemen.
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Slices of Wabar which is a IIIAB iron.

Arabian American Oil Company (Aramco) expert, James Mandaville asked his Bedouin sources
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to let him know if they saw the Camel’s Hump. The Bedouins informed Mandaville that the
dune has moved and the Camel’s Hump was visible. Mandaville relayed this information to
National Geographic correspondent, Thomas J. Abercrombie who, in 1966, drove 645
kilometers (400 miles) and found the Camel’s hump 400 meters south – southwest of the
largest crater. He estimated the Camel’s Hump weighed over 2 tons. In mid-October 1966,
Mandaville returned to the site with heavy equipment and brought back the Camel’s Hump and
another large iron piece. The Camel’s Hump weighed 2,045 kilograms (4,500 pounds).
Mandaville had returned to Wabar two more times after 1966, frustrated that each of those
times finding more and more sand covering the crater sites.

Various Wabar weathered oxidized irons that resemble popcorn. The phenomena is caused by
high temperatures and pressures at impact that causes the iron to oxidize rapidly.

The Wabar craters were later surveyed by Gene Shoemaker and Jeffrey C. Wynn in 1994 – 95.
The three impact craters are situated on 125 acres of constantly shifting sand dunes. The
largest known mass was collected in October 1966, a shield oriented shaped 2,040 kg main
mass known as the “Camel’s Hump.” Other recoveries include a 210 kg mass and several
other multi kg masses along with numerous small fragments. Additional meteorite remnants
uncovered below the sand have been completely weathered to shale. The oxidized or
weathered iron fragments with some appearing “popped.” This phenomena is thought to be
caused by high temperatures and pressures at impact causing the iron to oxidize rapidly.
Although all large meteorites creating large craters would have high temperatures and pressure.
Why did this occur at Wabar?
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Well preserved iron slices next to weathered oxidized fragments. It is a mystery how we are
able to find well preserved iron next to weathered oxidized meteorite fragments in such a dry
environment?

The “Camel’s Hump” was on display at the King Saud University in Riyadh until it was moved
to the new National Museum of Saudi Arabia in Riyadh where it is displayed in the entrance
foyer. The impact site is known to Bedouin tribes in the region as “Al-Hadida,” Arabic for “the
iron” or “the iron thing(s).” Wabar is in the “Empty Quarter” (Ar-Rub Al-Khali) desert of Saudi
Arabia and can be reached only by four-wheel-drive vehicles with great difficulty. It can take
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several days of driving to reach Wabar due to the lack of any landmarks and the presence of
continuous moving sand dunes. On one trip to Wabar, the temperature reached 50 degrees
Centigrade or 122 degrees Fahrenheit. While doing a survey in May 1994, the mid-day
temperature of 61 degrees Celsius under a protective tarp (an ambient air temperature of 142
degrees Fahrenheit). I think the Bedouin people are correct – no man travels to the Empty
Quarter, and I would add to do so would be an invitation to one’s death. Imagine Philby and his
group traveling to Wabar by camel.

James Reynolds Gregory (1832-1899) founded the company which is known today as Gregory,
Bottley, and Lloyd and is one of the oldest running mineral dealerships in the world, second only
to F. Kranz Company in Bonn, Germany founded about 20 years earlier. Gregory amassed an
outstanding meteorite collection from several hundred falls which was later broken up and sold
by his sons, most of it going to the British Museum.

120 year old photo from the James Gregory estate. The photo refers to “Nejed” which is the
“Wabar” meteorite. It is the only know photograph showing the 61.715 kilogram [136 pound]
individual iron in its complete uncut state. Photo courtesy of my friend Mike Bandli. 

The 120 year old album print from the collection of 19th century meteorite dealer James
Gregory. It was acquired from his estate and now resides in my collection. He used these
custom made photo cards to show and sell his meteorites. The photo is referred to as “Nejed”
which was the old name used to refer to “Wabar” similar to when “Aerolites” were used to refer
to meteorites. Mike Bandli put it best when he recalls in Space Rocks magazine, This neatly-
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labeled print shows a 61.715 kilogram [136 pound] individual of Nejed (Wabar) that Gregory
acquired for his collection in 1893. It is the only know photograph showing the individual iron in
its complete uncut state. In the year following Gregory’s death, the meteorite was sold to Henry
A Ward [Ward’ Natural Science – Ward’s Science] and accessioned into the Ward-Coonley
Collection of Meteorites. Ward removed approximately a quarter of the iron which was made
into slices for sales and exchanges. The remaining mass was acquired by the Field Museum of
Natural History, Chicago, in 1912 where it remains to this day (48.08 kg - No. ME 1100.1).
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Nejed – Wabar slices resting on my Ward-Coonley meteorite catalogue Nejed page.

The two largest masses, the Camel’s Hump (2,040 kg) and 210 kg specimen are at the Natural
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History Museum in Riyadh. The main masses of the other large recovered fragments a 62 kg
specimen (former Nejed II) and a 59.4 kg specimen (former Nejed I), are held at the Field
Museum in Chicago and the Natural History Museum in London, respectively.
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My 320 gram museum worthy Wabar impactite.

Note the oxidization on my Wabar impactite. That is where iron meteorite material is oxidizing. A
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magnet is attracted to some of the oxidizing spots. Very cool!

Noda Collection Wabar impactite. The dealer I obtained my specimen from told me that the
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sister piece was at ASU. During a visit to the ASU meteorite vault, Dr. Laurence Garvie was
kind enough to show me the sister specimen.

Of the nearly two hundred craters discovered on Earth, the Wabar Crater is one of only
seventeen to contain remnants of the original impacting object.
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A String Of First Time Finds On Highway 98/84

Michael Kelly

Just about everyone who sees a bolide can imagine themselves following the flight path to its
end to find a meteorite. Likewise many a collector aspires to get out and make a personal find,
especially one from a fresh fall. Unfortunately that opportunity does not present itself every day.
When meteorites do fall, it takes a combination of hunting skill, determination and a good bit of
luck for a hunter to find one. Past conversations with long-time hunters cautions that going
home skunked is a routine part of the game. With that said, the recent fall in Cranfield,
Mississippi provided just the sort of windfall for meteorite hunters in the United States to have a
great shot at making a “first find”. To a remarkable degree, many individuals in this great
meteorite community checked “finding a fresh fall” off their bucket lists. Here are details of the
fall along with the stories, and the circumstances of the folks who went from meteorite fall
chasers, to meteorite fall finders for the first time.

On April 27, 2022 a meteoroid entered the earth’s atmosphere over the South Eastern United
States. The daytime bolide was reported by 73 individuals across four states. The American
Meteor Society Fireball Log recorded their reports as Event 2591-2022, including sonic booms
which indicated a breakup. The event was also caught on at least one stationary weather watch
camera, produced NEXRAD Doppler radar returns at four stations and was caught by the
geostationary lightning monitors on the GEOS 16 and GEOS 17 satellites. All of these were
great indicators that a meteoroid may have put meteorites on the ground.

Understanding meteorite hunting is understanding probability and logistics and requires some
calculation. How much is it going to cost to get and stay there? How long can I afford to hunt
both from an obligations and cost perspective? What are the chances of rocks on the ground?
How accessible is the strewnfield and its effect on the likelihood of a find? Will I be satisfied if I
come home empty handed? All these questions go through a meteorite hunters head right after
the first reports come out on a new fireball. The result of such mental calculations break hunters
down into a couple of categories, and folks will find themselves in a different category as the
variables change.

CATEGORY I: “FIRST ON THE SCENE” HUNTERS

These are the folks who throw caution to the wind and get in early. Being first on site has its
advantages, but also presents bigger risk. Going early means you might arrive at the predicted
site as data is still being analyzed, but definitely before it matures, as that only comes with a first
and subsequent finds. But these folks are there to make that first find. Being first means choice
pick of unhunted ground, and the thrill of being the one to make that first find and confirm rocks
on the ground.

CATEGORY II: “ROCKS ON THE GROUND” HUNTERS

These hunters are slightly more risk averse and resist that itch to grab a bag and throw in all the
required gear (or for those dedicated hunters to grab their already packed and ready bag). They
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temper the response to the siren call to go immediately with a more balanced approach. They
weigh the risks of getting skunked against the thousands of dollars it may cost to make the first-
find attempt. These become the second wave hunters who await the confirmation of “rocks on
the ground” to be made. Once they hear that, they go into high gear to get on site.

CATEGORY III: “MAKE IT WHEN THEY CAN” HUNTERS

These folks would love to be in either of the first two categories. They sit at the edge of their
seats tracking what is going on in the strewnfield but are tied to what requires their attention at
the moment. Eventually the cards fall into place and they can set out for the strewnfield, but only
after some additional mental calculations. Is the site played out? Who is still searching and is it
worth a possible skunking if only for the hangout factor?

PHASES OF A METEORITE FALL HUNT

Meteorite fall recovery can also be characterized by phases. Phase one begins with a find at the
time of the fall or immediately thereafter, usually by the local residents, but potentially by a “first
on the scene” meteorite hunter. The success in this phase helps to shape the strewnfield data.
Phase two heralds the arrival of more meteorite hunters, who, if successful further help to add
refining data to evolve the strewnfield understanding. As they leave, knowing there are more
around potentially they usher in phase 3.

Its nice to think that a fall moves cleanly through all three phases. Yet some falls skip a phase.
Some falls may have immediate reports of rocks on the ground. Others might have an initial find
and then a lull with nothing found in the second phase. Finally some falls roll on and on and on,
staying in phase three and keeps producing for decades (e.g. Holbrook).

THE PHASES OF THE CRANFIELD FALL

This fall rapidly progressed through all the phases and had first-time finders in all the categories.
Here are the events and details of each first finder who provided information in chronological
order.

Phase one started the morning of April 27, 2022 as the fall happened around 8 am local time.
On April 28th the first rough strewnfield data came out and the “first on the scene” hunters were
enroute. Also on the 28th the first find was made by a local named Lynn on his property. He
came across the stone broken into two pieces, between his house and his shed but he did not
know initially it was a meteorite. Lynn’s stone is now recognized as stone #1, though it wasn’t
realized till later on and thus did not initiate a “rocks on the ground” call. It didn’t take long to
end phase one because on April 29th “rocks on the ground” was officially reported. The second
and third first-time finds went to Linda and Marc Fries, for stones two and three along Hwy
98/84. Stone four which was in multiple fragments in the median was found by Matthew Stream
and Roberto Vargas, the other phase one hunters in the strewnfield.

Phase two kicked in with the arrival of around a dozen more hunters, many of them veteran
hunters with a decent showing of folks looking for that shot at a first-time find. New finder
success in phase two centered on the prolific fragmentation of stone #4 along Hwy 98/84
resulting in finds for Cameron Smith, Jodi Smith, Mark Lyons, Craig Zlimen and Ashley
Humphries. Additional recovery of stones five, six and seven turned up further East in the
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strewnfield around the intersection of the highway and Tate Road. These include two individuals
found and a fragment by Rob Keeton, Raymond Borges and Ily Valenzuela.

As the phase two first-time finders and some of the veteran hunters headed out, the phase
three hunters started arriving around the 5th of May, over a week after the bolide. As of this
writing, phase three is still going on. Phase three success continued as hunters went back to
the stone #4 site. Finds of additional fragments were made by Carl Dietrich, L.A. Boltryk, Jason
Whitcomb, Howard Lewis and Tasha Minor and a sub-gram partial pea was found by Carl
Dietrich, stone #9. Additionally Tate Road produced one additional first-time find, stone #10. [A
local found a stone on his property (stone #8) on 5 May also first time find!], and on 5 June Rob
Keeton who returned with Raymond Borges found a complete stone #11 and on 6 June
Raymond Borges found a massive 190 gram stone #12 There are likely still finds to be made by
hunters in addition to anything that locals may find now that many now know what to look for.

The following are the firsthand accounts of the finders that wanted to share their stories, along
with a little background information on the finders. Hopefully these recounts will help motivate
potential hunters to get out and give a fireball chase a go.

First time finder: Linda Welzenbach Fries

How long have you been collecting? To tell the truth I don’t consider myself a collector. This is
in part because in my former job as the collection manager of meteorites at the Smithsonian, it
was a conflict of interest to maintain what might be a competitive collection, or use my
knowledge about meteorites in a similar way to benefit myself or others.
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Marc examining Linda’s find

How long have you been hunting? This is my second EVER hunt. My first was the Lorton
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meteorite fall, but didn’t result in additional material beyond the initial hammer stone.

Linda just after finding Stone #2
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How many fireballs have you chased in that time? This is my first fireball!

Linda and Marc at the Stone # 3 site

Recovered weight and details on find? 41.31 gram individual. So this event is wonderful
because I was no longer under any job restriction. So I have all the joy and wonder gained by
my prior knowledge to go in hand with the child-like glee of doing something amazing for the
first time.

My husband Marc Fries, who is a planetary scientist at NASA and dev eloper of the approach
for using weather radars to find falling meteorites, announced late on Friday (the 29th) that we
were going on a road trip.

It turns out that when Bill Cooke (Lead Scientist of NASA- Marshall Space Flight Center’s
Meteoroid Environment Office) called him about the fireball, Marc used the wrong time-stamp –
used local time instead of UTC (radar data is reported by coordinated universal time) on the
radar and didn’t think there were any meteorites on the ground. The next afternoon, he got an
email from someone who has been toying with radar themselves (Eric Rasmussen) asking him
to check again…Marc found meteorites! He ran his models on Friday, posted them on the NASA
website, showing a direct bullseye over Hwy 84/98, east of Natchez.

The trip was only 5.5 hours away. I almost didn’t go because I was sick, but I didn’t want him
to go alone. We arrived on 30 April around 2pm and reconnoitered the full length of the road
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under the radar returns he had assembled, just picked the halfway mark and started walking.
The terrane was perfect- flat, buff/tan colored quartz pebbles, not much grass.

Maybe his curse was still working because I found the first one at 2:30…just an hour after we
arrived, and not 10 minutes after a false start with a weathered road gator (rubber from tires).
Marc and I were super disappointed with the sneaky gator-bit. He trudged back across the road
to search his line. When I found that first stone, I don’t think I made a coherent sound, but it
was sufficient to get him to come running back over. We ended up with cheek aches from the
constant smiles.

Close-up view of Stone #2

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? I have
several memorable moments from the trip. The most important being when Marc found his first
meteorite and at the same time Matt Stream and Roberto Vargas happened to be driving by at
the exact moment- so we got to share that excitement with folks who truly understand! And we
got to make new friends. The second was attending the Cranfield Baptist Church service as part
of our outreach effort. Let’s just say, it’s been a long time.

First time finder: Marc Fries

How long have you been collecting? Twenty years

How long have you been hunting? Since West, TX (Ash Creek) 2007
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How many fireballs have you chased in that time? Cranfield is my tenth.

Stone #3 In-situ

Recovered weight and find details? I found a 37g, roughly cube-shaped and mostly fusion
crusted individual. I was searching along the median on the highway, thinking that anything that
landed on the road may have wound up in the grass right at the edge either from bouncing there
or getting moved by a vehicle. I was searching as I had many times before, scanning from one
rock to another, and suddenly there it was. The exposed interior was facing upwards and there
was pause or doubt in my mind that it was a meteorite. The funny part is, I have been operating
under a curse. I have found dozens of meteorite falls in weather radar imagery and have visited
ten of them now, but I have never found a meteorite in a fresh fall before. The running joke has
been that the meteorite gods only allow you to find a meteorite once, and if I found them in
radar imagery then I wasn’t allowed to find them again on the ground. I’ve been standing only
a few meters away from others and watched them find meteorites, at falls like Mifflin and Battle
Mountain, but I’ve never found one myself. Finally, on the tenth try, I have been rewarded for
my persistence by the meteorite gods and allowed to find one on the ground! I yelled quite
loudly.
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Marc examining his find

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)?
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The most memorable moment was when my wife Linda found the first meteorite. We were
searching opposite sides of the road and she suddenly started gesticulating and making loud,
unintelligible noises. Her voice had a high pitch of excitement as opposed to the fear that comes
with finding a snake or some such thing, and I knew immediately what had happened. I ran over
to her and sure enough, there was a beautiful 41g fusion crusted stone in front of her. This was
also her first find at a meteorite fall, and it is something we will both remember for all time.

First time finder: Roberto Vargas

How long have you been collecting? I started collecting in December of 2017, when I purchased
my first meteorite. It was a 20g Campo del Cielo shatter crystal from Sean Tutorow.
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Roberto pointing out the location of stone #4

How long have you been hunting? My first hunt was in Aguas Zarcas, Costa Rica, in April of
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2019. A couple of months earlier, I had seen hunters recover kilos of Vinales and felt like I was
missing out. So, when Aguas Zarcas fell, and I knew rocks were on the ground, I packed my
bags and flew to Costa Rica. I had great success purchasing from the locals, but did not log a
personal find that trip.
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Fragment of Stone #4 In-situ

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? Since then, I have chased seven other
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fireballs/falls. On three of these, I’ve come up empty handed. Prior to Cranfield, my most recent
chase was the Golden, Canadian fall, which crashed through a woman’s roof in British
Columbia in October 2021.

Hunting can be difficult

Recovered weight and details on find? On April 30th, we came across Marc Fries as he was
making his first find. This let us know that we were in the right place. It was late in the evening
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and we lost sunlight quickly. No additional finds were made that day. On May 1st, Matt Stream
started hunting at sunup. Matt discovered the first fragment of Stone #4 at around 9:07am. We
quickly began finding additional fragments, which when all was said and done, totaled 180g for
our first day. Over the course of the next two days, we would return to this location, bringing
other hunters to search the area. Matt and I recovered an additional 12g in fragments from this
site on days 2 and 3. On our second to last day, I had flyers made and distributed them to local
businesses and handed them to the locals I came across. This led to us receiving a call from a
local woman by the name of Samantha Day. Her father, Lynn Dunson, had found a strange rock
on his property on April 28th. Samantha had come across one of my flyers and wanted me to
tell her if the stone her father found could be a meteorite. When I looked at the pictures, there
was no doubt in my mind that he had found a piece of the fall. By this time, Matt and I were in
New Orleans on our way to the airport. We asked if Samantha and her father would be willing to
sell us this specimen and she agreed. We reached out to Craig Zlimen, Mark Lyon, and Ashley
Humphries, who were still in the strewn field and asked if they would make the purchase for us.
They agreed, and that is how we recovered an additional 153g. This find was composed of two
fragments, a 31g fragment and a 122g fragment. Matt and I walked away with 192g of personal
finds and the 122g purchase from the locals, for a grand total of 314g, which we agreed to split
down the middle. We offered Craig Zlimen the 31g fragment at cost for retrieving the stones for
us.

Roberto’s first found fragment

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? Aside from
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the recoveries, the most memorable moment of the trip was the dinner we had at Roux 61 in
Natchez on the night of May 2nd. The dinner was attended by at least 12 other hunters and
friends. The guest list included: Matt Stream, Steve Arnold, Ashley Humphries, Mark Lyon,
Craig Zlimen, Robert Ward, Jody and Cameron Smith, Sonny Clary, Loren Miller, Doug Dawn
and Angie. When I think about my time in Mississippi, the only thing better about the
camaraderie at that dinner was the feeling of making that first find.

Vast majority of the “Phase 2” hunt all gathered after a hard day of hunting

First time finder: Matthew Stream

How long have you been collecting? I have been collecting meteorites for over 11 years now.
My first meteorite was a gift from a good friend in 2010 and it was Sikhote-Alin. I starte d
collecting meteorites in 2012 after I realized you could buy them on Ebay and other public sites.
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Matt Stream after making his first find

How long have you been hunting? My first meteorite that I hunted was Sutter's Mill, and I
showed up a few weeks after the fall around April 29th. I drove up to Sutter’s Mill from Prescott
Arizona with my good friend and roommate at the time Alan Tipler, he was the same person
who gave me my first meteorite. We hunted for 3 days, walked around talking to locals and
hunting random roads. We were both amateur hunters and collectors and didn't know much
about what we were looking for other than it was a fresh black rock that should look out of place
and was not attracted to a magnet... we did not find anything and drove back to Northern
Arizona after 4 days.
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Freshly collected

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? The Cranfield Mississippi meteorite was the
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second fireball I ever chased and it was a thrill of a lifetime.

Side note: My Dad and I witnessed a fireball pass over our car in 2017 on the way to the
Tucson gem and mineral show, we were literally headed towards the Tucson gem show and it
flew right over the highway! I reported it to the meteorite community and Michael Farmer sure
enough had pictures of it from his front porch camera in Tucson. We did not chase that one
however, it was small and we were on a mission to buy meteorites at the show.
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Fragment showing dual lithologies

Recovered weight and details on find? Roberto Vargas and I flew to Mississippi on April 29th
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2022 and decided to hunt for this meteorite. On May 1st at around 9:07 am we discovered a
fresh meteorite stone that was smashed up all over highway 98/84. When I first witnessed the
fragments I yelled at Roberto with giddy excitement and adrenaline rushing through my body. I
told him “whoa, whoa, whoa, come over here bro!” Then I yelled “wow look at this fresh
meteorite smashed up everywhere”, he came running over with a huge smile on his face and
extreme excitement. I know that he thought I was joking around by the sound of my voice and
my energy was just through the roof. We looked at each other and said “we did it! We found
one!” We both started jumping up and down with excitement and I told him let’s take some
pictures and a short video before we pick any fragments up. I then recorded a short video, in-
situ photos and we recorded the coordinates. We both then began to pick up the fragments and
take pictures of many of them lying on the highway and grass all around the area. We could tell
that this meteorite hit the highway, and then was smashed and dispersed by cars and trucks
driving by.

Stone 4 pieces we recovered totaled 192 grams. We spent the next couple days recovering
pieces and recording its location. We also reported this information to the meteorite community
and many other hunters/ friends came to join us looking for meteorites.
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Large crusted fragment

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? The most
memorable moment for me was meeting everyone at the local gas station and discussing where
we have hunted and where we should all go next. Lots of us split into small groups and
dispersed in separate locations along the strewnfield. It was a dream of mine to hunt a fresh fall
and to have so many good friends and meteorite community members be there was what made
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it such a memorable moment. We all went out to dinner and drinks, it was exciting and a
moment I'll always cherish.

Gathering up in the strewnfield to coordinate hunting plans

First time finder: Cameron Smith

How long have you been collecting? Four years or so…

How long have you been hunting? This was my second hunt.
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Cameron and Jodi in the strewnfield

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? Just one other one.

Recovered weight and details on find? A little under 11g. My first find was on May 2nd, 2022 at
4:20 pm. I had found little micros before that point, but that was the moment I found my first
piece that was over a gram… and it had crust! I was quite thrilled to find my first piece and
simultaneously relieved that all we had put into this hunt, the travel, the time off work, etc., had
finally paid off.
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Substantial crusted fragments from the stone #4 site

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? Fish dinner
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with the hunters, of course.

Relaxing after a long hard day of hunting

First time finder: Raymond Borges

How long have you been collecting? I’ve been collecting since around 2006, so about 16 years.
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Stone #5 In-situ

How long have you been hunting? I started hunting back in Puerto Rico where I grew up maybe
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2007 or 08. I started out reading Richard O. Norton’s Filed Guide to Meteors and Meteorites
and after some weeks or months got my courage up to purchase my first meteorite on eBay. At
first I didn’t know any other “Meteorite Collectors” and social media was in its infancy. There
were no groups online to join except the Meteorite Mailing email List from Meteorite Central and
the IMCA. I had no access to travel to any of the shows in the mainland USA or abroad. Within
the first year or so I did meet two other people in Puerto Rico who had meteorites, one was
Eddie Irizarry who led the Sociedad de Astronomía del Caribe and the other was Joxelle
Velázquez-García, a member of the same astronomy club. I also sold my first meteorite to
Joxelle.
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Raymond with his first find

How many fireballs have you chased in that time?
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I’ve hunted arid areas in Puerto Rico and even chased a witnessed fireball while I still lived
there and was completing my bachelor’s degree. When I moved to the states in late 2011 I
started going to Tucson and hunting Wilcox Playa and Holbrook. Later, I chased several
fireballs where no meteorites were found and also hunted Sutter’s Mill a few years after the fall.
I then met Ily in 2019 and we hunted Aguas Zarcas, finding some crumbs ourselves from a
meteorite that was destroyed by a lawnmower. We don’t really count this as a find as we were
led to the site. We went back to Costa Rica to hunt Aguas Zarcas twice more without success
although we did manage to purchase many rocks from finders there.

Another fall I hunted was Santa Filomena in Brazil. I spent ten days in the field buying
meteorites there from the locals and hunting a few days myself. I recorded and passed on
coordinates from the finders to Jim Goodall from Strewnify and Carlos Augusto Di Pietro from
BRAMOS and contributed to mapping out the known strewnfield confirming the various
estimates that were calculated from video tracking of the fireball. No success finding stones
myself there, but I did make a lot of friends who still invite me back all the time. I also virtually
hunted Kolang in Indonesia and Gatuto in Kenya during the pandemic, where I managed to
purchase at least one or two stones from each of these falls directly from the finders. One I am
most proud of is the virtual hunt of Kolang where I managed to purchase a 28g Kolang
individual, broken into two halves.
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Stone #12 In-situ

Recovered weight and details of your find? I recovered an 8.9g fusion-crusted fragment initially.
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It was about 9:15 am local time, Rob Keeton and I headed out the morning of the second day
we were there, which was May 2nd. We had arrived in the late afternoon of May 1st. We got off
to a late start as we went to Walmart to buy bug spray, a long sleeve shirt and facemask to
keep the bugs at bay which would not leave us alone.

Additionally I found a 190g individual. The morning of June 4th all hunters met up with Pat
Branch to explore a new property he had recently obtained permission to hunt on. After walking
a gravel road at the entrance, everyone fanned out in different directions exploring the field
unsuccessfully for about an hour after which Rob and I met up again in the middle. We talked
for a few minutes and then started heading down one of the overgrown dirt/gravel roads. As we
wandered down this road for about 5 or 10 minutes I spotted the meteorite a few feet ahead and
yelled out something to the effect of "Holy crap dude" and quickly but cautiously leaned down to
check this rock out. I didn't immediately pick it up but looked at it for a few seconds. I then
picked it up and inspected the bottom and confirmed the new find! Then I yelled out something
about finding it so Pat and Chris could hear me. After initially inspecting it, I laid it back down for
a quick in-situ picture and then picked it back up to continue taking pictures and record the
location.
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Stone #12 Raymond’s second find in hand

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)?

The most memorable moment was seeing others find their first stones around me having
explored an area far east of where the initial finds were made, extending the easternmost
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boundaries of the known strewnfield. There was also a lady we met that owned a large property
in the middle of a clearing within a surrounding heavily wooded area. It was an unexpectedly
gorgeous property for that area with green pastures, blooming flowers, many cows and 4 farm
dogs. I experienced a strong sense of being very near the main mass on her property, which
was far south of the highway. Sadly the grass was much too tall to spot even large stones at a
distance.

First time finder: Rob Keeton

How long have you been collecting? Since 2017

How long have you been hunting? I have been a casual meteorite hunter since I started
collecting in 2017.

Stone #6 In-situ

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? Prior to the fall in Mississippi, I had made
efforts to find possible fresh falls in Florida, Alabama, Missouri, and Tennessee and had also
tried to hunt a couple of historic falls, especially the 1983 fall in Maryville, Tennessee.
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Rob with his first find

Recovered weight and details of your find? On 02 May, 2022 at approximately 12:50 CDT, I was
walking along the northside shoulder of Highway 98 I used my magnet stick to probe promising
looking pieces of rock and rubber, cursing their unrelenting existence under my breath. As I got
within a hundred yards or so of my car, I glanced to my right and noticed a black rock sitting
near the edge of the pavement by a small patch of grass. I began to pass it by thinking it was
probably a chunk of asphalt or another piece of tire rubber that had caused me so much
consternation, but it looked unique enough to warrant a quick poke with my magnet stick. I had
to turn to my right and lean back a bit to reach it with my magnet. To my surprise the rock
quickly jumped onto the magnet with a confident click. I stood there for a moment in stunned
disbelief before I took a closer look at the rock on the end of my magnet. I recall thinking
something along the lines of “this is probably a piece of slag” and prepared myself for
disappointment. I removed the specimen from the magnet and saw that a small chip on the
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edge of the black rock revealed the gray interior of a meteorite. I was still in disbelief and
reassessed the specimen to make sure I wasn’t fooling myself into mistaking a piece of gravel
for a meteorite. After a few moments I realized I was holding a beautiful, oriented individual of
the Cranfield meteorite. I was so excited that I almost forgot to record the coordinates and
document the find. I placed the specimen back on the ground where I had located it and
snapped a quick photo on my cell phone. I spent the next day periodically checking the
specimen to reassure myself it was actually a meteorite. On my third trip I found the 9.7g on
June 2nd while hunting the south side shoulder of the highway east of Tate Rd. While hunting I
was stopped by a local resident who was curious about what we were looking for. After talking
to him, Raymond called me on the radio and after a brief conversation I prepared to start
hunting again. The moment I looked down I saw the specimen sitting on the shoulder where it
begins to transition into the grass. I immediately recognized it and was stoked! I know numerous
people - including me - had passed it by, so it just goes to show how hard the small ones are to
recognize on the shoulder of the highway.

A
close up look of stone #6

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? I learned a
tremendous amount during my time in Cranfield and really enjoyed spending time with fellow
meteorite enthusiasts, several of whom I had only known through interactions on social media. I
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will never forget the moment when frustration turned to euphoria, and I graduated from being a
meteorite hunter to being a meteorite finder. Reflecting on the experience, I am still struck by
how I didn’t immediately recognize my find as a meteorite because it blended in so well with the
other material on the shoulder where I found it.

Stone #6 (top) and Stone #11 (bottom)
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First time finder: Ily Valenzuela

How long have you been collecting? About 3 years now.

How long have you been hunting? About the same.

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? I have hunted Aguas Zarcas in Costa Rica
three times, Osceola in Florida, Indian Butte, and Holbrook in Arizona. I’ve also chased a few
other meteors, mainly in the Southeast USA, where no finds were made.
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Ily just after finding Stone #6

Recovered weight and details on find? I recovered a 5g individual that seemingly broke into two
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halves upon impact. After spending probably over 25 hours hunting before my first find, I felt this
would be another dud for me. I was taking my school final in the hotel room when my
teammates called me with news of their finds. I was happy for them but deeply discouraged.
They picked me up and took me to the area they hunted, and after no more than 15 minutes of
me walking down the road, I saw something promising. Some black magnetic earth rocks had
already catfished me on this trip, so I had my guard up. The two pieces that stuck were
magnetic, and as soon as I saw the interior, I knew I had my first find. I called my team to check
it out, and we celebrated all of us making our first find on the same day.
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Two halves of Stone #6

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall, of course!)? For this
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trip, my most memorable moment was walking through high grass and poking a copper head
with a magnet stick accidentally. Also, ask Larry Atkins how his shrimp burger was. My most
memorable trip was my recovery of Aguas Zarcas. At 19 years old, I made my first international
trip to Costa Rica to bring home one of the most iconic falls in recent years. I took my rent
money and whatever else I could spare to buy as many specimens as I could. The world of
meteorites really changed my life.

First time finder: Michael Kelly

How long have you been collecting? I started collecting actively with a purchase of a small 7
gram Sikhote-Alin at the New Jersey Gem and Mineral show in April of 2018. This was a month
after my first attempt at finding a meteorite.
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Duncan checking out Stone #10

How long have you been hunting? Hunting is what got me started into meteorites, on a work trip
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to California in March of 2018 I was looking for something adventurous to do on my evening
time off. I remembered seeing the dry lake beds and looked up info on them and found out
meteorites could be found there. I rushed to the hardware store, picked up a magnet and
rushed out to hunt. I came back with a handful of meteowrongs, but that got me interested in
meteorites.

Searching the Stone #4 site with John Higgins

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? This is my second fireball chase, I previously
chased the Syracuse, New York bolide December 2020. In addition to those two events, I have
hit the dry lake beds a few times, and searched several known find locations.
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Stone #10 In-situ

Recovered weight and details on find? 54.3 grams, a 53.3 gram complete oriented individual,
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stone # 10, along with 1 gram of fragments from the stone 4 site.

My trip started out as a bit of a fizzle, with a lot going on at work and family obligations I
messaged Robert Vargas on the 30th of April to see if he was headed down, this was slightly
after the NASA release of rocks on the ground. He mentioned he was already there since the
night before, and I only half joking asked my wife if I could hop in the car and drive down to
Mississippi that evening hoping to get in with the “rocks on the ground” hunter wave I knew
would be headed in. That having not worked out, I worked feverishly to clear my plate at work
and made a second bid for a trip midweek. I was undecided up to Wednesday morning if I was
going to go or not, going back and forth on if making the trip was worthwhile, I had good Intel
and was told chances of micro finds were still really high. At the same time it was 18.5 hours if
driving straight each way and I knew a lot of folks would be headed out by the time I got there.
Ultimately my back and forth was ended with the counsel of my 10 year old daughter who told
me to just go hunting already. I headed out Wednesday evening and by Thursday afternoon
around 4 PM I was on the site of stone 4, searching around the cracks and in the gravel traps. I
figured search the highest probability area first and circle out from there. I succeeded in finding
my first crusted micro after about 20 minutes, and upped the total to about a half gram before
deciding to do an overview drive of the highway to scout out sites I would want to look at the
next day. My plan was to sleep in a bit after the long drive but the excitement had me up early
with the sun and I opted to skip eating and go hunt early. I started out back at the stone # 4 site
to get a couple of fragments and have a good start to my first full day. After a few hours and
another half a gram found I moved over to Tate road operating on the fact that three pieces had
turned up there and it was so far the densest spot for independent stone finds. That coupled
with Rob Keeton saying it was worth another look was enough to get me over there. I had
driven Tate Road the day prior North of the highway, so opted to park at the base of Tate road,
and work the edge of Tate road around the corner and onto the highway, headed west back
toward the Stone 4 site. I told myself to skip the easy spots and go where the grass was the
worst, go where others might not have checked or were more apt to overlook a piece. So I was
mostly checking right up along the wood line. About 20 minutes into looking around Tate Road
and working my way toward the highway I spotted stone ten at 9:57 am on the 6th of May. The
grass was tall but it was mostly the seedy stalks up by the wood line so it was not as hard to see
through. I spotted the stone from about 6 feet away and in my head even from that distance I
was 90% sure it was a meteorite and not another black rock or chunk of tire rubber which were
all over. I rushed over to it and on close examination I could tell I had gotten extremely lucky, I
took one in-situ shot before the overwhelming urge to pick up the stone got the best of me. My
whole plan to drop a scale cube by it, do the proper cube side shots, take coordinates prior to
touching it that all went out the window. I picked it up and rolled it over and that’s when my
excitement went from high right into overdrive, the back had a complete thick rollover going
along with a pill bug on it contesting it as my find. I tried to get a shot of the pill bug but my
phone ran out of battery so it was off to the car stone in hand to get the phone charged, get
more shots of the piece and get it on the scale. Using the shot of the stone in-situ I was able
once the phone had enough battery to go back and record the GPS location accurately.
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Trailing side of Stone #10

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? Night one
hangout at the bar. Everything is more surreal when you have slept only one hour out of the
past 24. Getting to hang out with folks I haven’t seen in a long time was definitely a highlight for
me. I hadn’t seen Dustin Dickens since Tucson 2019 and Steve Arnold since the Syracuse
hunt, it was great to meet new folks and make an instant connection over a shared passion.
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Meeting Lynn, hearing his find story, and giving him a micro

First time finder: Carl Dietrich

How long have you been collecting? Collecting about a year now, but I’d been trying to learn
about meteorites/tektites for about two years prior to that.
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Carl and hunting partner Piper

How long have you been hunting? I’ve been hunting for a year and a half. I have hunted
unsuccessfully for Georgiaites as well as at the Bishopville meteorite site. Cranfield was the first
rocks on the ground event in the U.S. I’d heard of since I got into the hobby.
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Carl and Rob testing metal detectors to calibrate on Stone #10

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? None that were confirmed by ARES! I would
always go out when there was a large event with spotty radar close to me, but none of those
ever panned out. I thought I was going to be late, but was pleasantly surprised to see others
also just arriving, especially when Mike made his 53 gram find on my first day.

Recovered weight and details on find? 1.25 grams including the .07g pea. Though I found larger
fragments, my tiny partial/individual is still my favorite. When I saw how far the crust wrapped
around, I ran over to my dog waiting in the car and let her out to jump around and celebrate.
The feeling was indescribable, definitely addicting. I’m still wanting to go back, I’ll without a
doubt be hunting for meteorites the rest of my life after going to Cranfield.
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Stone #9 the only pea (left) and a crusted fragment from Sone #4 site

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? I took Chris
Casey to Wendy’s for the first time in his life. He tried to talk smack when we got back to Hobo
Forks, but eventually rated it a 7.5/10. The workers of Hobo Forks would likely rate us a bit
lower, unfortunately.

First time finder: Jason Whitcomb

How long have you been collecting? While I bought my first meteorites back in the 90's out of
the back of a Popular Science magazine, it was the past five or six years that I have become
fully obsessed with meteorites.
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Low clearance magnetic rolling rake

How long have you been hunting/How many fireballs? I have always been obsessed with rock
hounding and gold panning, this has been my first hunt for a fresh fall.
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Crusted Stone #4 site fragment under the loupe

Recovered weight and details on find? As soon as I could manage my schedule I made plans
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with my childhood friend, Howard Lewis, to meet me at the New Orleans airport where we would
drive up to the strewnfield. In anxious anticipation of our journey I had made a road-skimming
contraption with PVC, neodymium magnets, and skateboard wheels. After an unsuccessful first
day, including a dangerous encounter with a local who did not like "having to see all of you on
the side of the road", the second day started at the known impact site. L.A. Boltryk had clued us
in to the scene and was very generous with his information. Because of this, and the knowledge
shared by the previous round of meteorite hunters, we immediately had success with the
magnetic sweeper.

The feeling of finding our first meteorites was a cascade of emotions ranging from disbelief and
amazement to overwhelming joy. There they were, real deal, waiting to be plucked off the
magnets crust and all. Sure we were the sloppy seconds street sweepers. I will tell you though:
one man's leftovers is another's feast of kings!

Day after day we would think this spot was played out, and every time we double checked we
were proven wrong by adding weight to our bag. We were even lucky enough to meet a
Cranfield resident, Tasha Lashea Minor, who managed to find about three quarters of a gram
herself at the freeway impact site. Our grand total over the four days was just over six grams
that Howard and I will split once I finish sorting through a bag of magnetically attracted debris
from remaining crumbles. In this regard it reminded me a bit of bringing the concentrates home
for the final gold panning except now it is steel belted redial wires and rust off of old Chevy pick-
ups instead of black sands.

Jason and Howard exploring town after a day’s hunting
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Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? I got to eat
crawdads by the pound, alligator, authentic southern greens, beans and mac 'n cheese. We
were deep in the field during two pop up tornado watches with the full thunderstorm experience.
We met a field team from NASA, awesome locals, and other enthusiastic meteorite hunters. I
saw lightning bugs shoot toward the sky, possibly dangerous snakes, and many bugs that
wanted to take a bit out of me. After a drive that included more lighting than I have seen in my
entire life combined we ended up on Bourbon Street in New Orleans for an all-nighter before
our 4am flight out. Almost every moment was a checkbox on my most memorable moment’s
list.

Meeting fellow hunter L.A. Boltryk in the strewnfield

First time finder: Tasha Minor

How long have you been collecting? I always wished to find a meteorite, since age six or seven.
In high school, I participated in a satellite astronomy class. I learned about stars, gas giants,
black holes, etc. I’ve never had the opportunity to collect any meteorites until, May 15, 2022.
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Fragments of Stone #4 on the magnet

How long have you been hunting? To answer truthfully, I’ve just been a week into avid hunting.
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Now that I was taught by Jason Whitcomb and Howard Lewis, how to properly recognize a
meteor “right”.

How many fireballs have you chased in that time? This is my first fireball chase.

Tasha meeting Howard and Jason in the strewnfield

Recovered weight and details on find? On April 27th, I was standing outside work. I heard this
loud boom and I was wondering what happened. It wasn’t until later that night I read about the
meteorite. The following day, I read it may have landed close by. As the days went by, more
people were finding them literally up the street. I worked for the next few days and couldn’t
search the area myself. That Thursday, May 12, my son and I were unsuccessful and I kept
finding blown tire pieces, thinking they were meteorites.

I came across Jason on Facebook. I saw he’d be in town the next day. I reached out and he
quickly responded. I told him Sunday, I’m all in to search, after I finish my shift at work. I met
him and Howard at Hobo Fork Grocery around 4:45 pm and I chose to go where hunters initially
found meteorites.

I used Jason’s wonderful magnetic tool, combing Highway 84. In almost 10-15 minutes,
Howard checked the magnets and there they were. Visible remnants of the meteorite that
caused such a roar through several cities. I screamed, yelled, danced, and got teary-eyed, I did
it. I was determined to find a meteorite. After all, I was so broken hearted after my son and I
couldn’t retrieve any on our search.
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A
lunar gift to help kickstart a collection

Most memorable moment from the trip (besides recovering your first fall of course!)? My most
memorable moments were of Jason and Howard teaching me how to continue the search after
they left. Watching them search and comb the strewnfield was an exciting moment for me.
Reason being, it finally dawned on me that I was with real space experts, how cool? The icing
on the cake was my gift from Jason. He gifted me with NWA 14755, a Lunar Meteorite, from his
collection, my heart dropped. After handing me my gift, he then handed me a gift for my son
To’Maz, a dual graduate, (Graduate College and High School Simultaneously). It was NWA
14429, a Diogenite. This day turned out to be the best day of my existence. No one truly
understands that I found pieces of space that are probably 4 billion years old. I am still super
excited of the great men I met, and my billion year old pieces of space.
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A
generously gifted Diogenite

Special thanks to all the first time finders their stories and their photos are their own, also a
special thanks to Michael Duran and Linda Fries for editing.
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Canyon Diablo 1979 grams

Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts The Meteorite
Picture of the Day.

Canyon Diablo, 1979 grams.  Contributed by Edwin Thompson
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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